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Abstract
We study curves with double points and the compactified Jacobians and presentation
schemes associated to them. If 7r : C' -+ C is the blow-up of a curve C with double
points, then we show that the canonical morphism Pres, -+ Jc, is a PI-bundle. We also
present conditions under which the descent of line bundles through a birational morphism
f : X -+ Y is controlled by the restriction of f over the subset of Y over which f is not an
isomorphism, and we apply this result to the canonical birational morphism Pres, -+ Jc. We
then prove that the compactified Jacobian Jc of a curve C with double points is canonically
isomorphic to its Picard scheme, generalizing the corresponding classical result for smooth
curves.
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INTRODUCTION
Compactified Jacobians of singular integral curves were initially introduced by Igusa [14]
as limits of Jacobians of regular curves. Mayer and Mumford [19] gave the first intrin-
sic characterization of compactified Jacobians, in terms of torsion free, rank 1 sheaves,
which were then constructed by D'Souza [5] using geometric invariant theory. In [2], Alt-
man and Kleiman provided another treatment of compactified Jacobians, close in spirit to
Grothendieck's construction of the relative Picard scheme in [9]. In this thesis, we obtain
new results about compactified Jacobians of curves with certain singularities, namely, dou-
ble points. In particular, we generalize the well-known classical result that the Jacobian of
a regular curve is canonically isomorphic to its Picard scheme.
Let C be a non-singular integral curve of genus g and let J3 be its Jacobian, parametriz-
ing invertible sheaves of Euler characteristic n on C. Then it is well-known that the pullback
morphism
S: PicO-, -+ +j-9
C
induced by the canonical map C -+ JJ 9 sending P to Oc (-P) is an isomorphism. We refer
to this property of the Jacobian of a non-singular curve as the autoduality of the Jacobian.
If C is singular, of arithmetic genus p, then JJP is no longer proper over the base, so that
Pic ,p is in general not representable. However, JCP appears as an open subset of a natural
compactification, the compactified Jacobian J7 P. We can ask whether the similarly defined
canonical map of Picard schemes
S• PicoP -- + J--P
is again an isomorphism. We answer this question affirmatively in Theorem 4.6 if all the
singularities of C are double points.
An essential tool in the proof is the presentation scheme Pres, associated to a partial
normalization r : C' -+ C of C. Altman and Kleiman's paper [3] is a beautiful introduc-
tion to the presentation scheme, containing the seeds of many ideas in this thesis. The
presentation scheme acts as a bridge between the compactified Jacobians of C' and C by
mapping canonically to both. It is in general difficult, if not impossible, to give a satisfying
geometric description of these maps. Nevertheless, concentrating on curves with double
points, we can manage to understand the subtle interplay of the compactified Jacobians
and the presentation scheme enough to prove autoduality. For instance, the canonical map
I' : Pres, -+ ic, is shown in Proposition 3.14 to make Pres, a PI-bundle over Jc,. This
allows us to relate line bundles on Jc, to line bundles on Pres,.
On the other hand, the geometry of the birational morphism n : Pres, -+ Jc is substan-
tially more complex and our understanding of it correspondingly partial. In Proposition 3.9
we give a description of K, but only in the smooth topology and over an open subset S of
Jc. Working in the smooth topology does not create any difficulties since the properties of K
we are concerned with are stable under faithfully flat base change. But a priori, restricting
to the open subset S, of Je might seem rather severe. Remarkably, this is not the case:
S, has just the right size. Indeed, its complement has codimension at least 2 inside Jc,
according to (3.6). It is thus large enough to retain enough information about the whole
of Jo, as expressed in Lemma 1.17. At the same time, it is small enough to allow us to
compare line bundles on S, to line bundles on the inverse image T~ of S, in Pres, via a
comparatively well-understood faithfully flat morphism R.
We achieve this comparison using the more general Theorem 1.11. Given a finite sur-
jective birational morphism f : X -+ Y of integral schemes, put B = f.Ox/Oy, and let
E = SuppB so that f is an isomorphism exactly over the open complement of E; we can
call E the sticking locus of f. We restrict f to f : f-1(E) = E' -+ E and attach to this
restricted map f two canonical functors GF and H1 . If B is locally free on its support E,
then f is faithfully flat and finite and the pullback f* fits in an exact sequence
0 G -+ Picy x - e --- H
To prove autoduality, we first construct a one-sided inverse ' to D and then proceed
by induction on the genus deficiency 6 of C, which is equal to the difference between the
arithmetic and the geometric genera of C. If 6 = 0, then C is smooth and autoduality
is classical. Otherwise we relate the compactified Jacobian of C to that of some partial
normalization C', for which autoduality holds by the induction hypothesis, through the
presentation scheme and apply our knowledge of the maps K and K' to calculate that 4'
must indeed be an isomorphism.
We can contrast this autoduality we prove to the stronger, albeit conjectural, assertion
that the compactified Picard schemes Pic'-!, and j'P are isomorphic. However, it is not
yet known whether 4 even extends to a morphism Pic-_, -+ J%-P.
It is of course natural to ask whether autoduality holds for curves with singularities
other than double points. There is on the one hand no example yet to the contrary. How-
ever, a surprisingly large number of properties of double points used in the proofs that
follow actually characterize double points. For instance, one benefits significantly from the
seemingly casual fact that any partial normalization of a curve with double points is locally
planar. However, an ordinary triple point already has a partial normalization which is not
even Gorenstein! See Proposition 3.3. Hence, unless a coarse induction can be used which
effectively skips some partial normalizations, any proof of autoduality for curves with sin-
gularities other than double points (if such is true) will probably have to take into account
non-locally planar curves, the compactified Jacobians of which are of a substantially more
complex nature than the ones we deal with in this thesis due to the fact that they are not
irreducible.
We now present a summary of the contents of this thesis.
In Section 1, we study the descent of line bundles through a non-flat birational morphism
and show how, under suitable conditions, this descent can be understood in terms of a
simpler faithfully flat morphism.
In Section 2, we mostly introduce the notation used in the sequel and recall well-known
results about compactified Jacobians and the presentation scheme, while also presenting
some new general results.
In Section 3, we explore in some detail double points of curves and the compactified
Jacobians and presentation schemes of curves with double points.
In Section 4, we use the previous results to prove the autoduality of the compactified
Jacobian of a curve with double points.
1. DESCENT FOR BIRATIONAL MORPHISMS
(1.1) We work over a connected Noetherian base scheme S. An S-variety is a flat morphism
ax : X -+ S with integral geometric fibers. We do not assume that X is projective or even
proper over S.
For any S-variety X, we let Picx/s denote the relative Picard functor of X over S, as
defined in [9]. If X is projective over S, this functor is representable by a scheme Picx/s,
called the relative Picard scheme of X over S; see [9, Th6oreme 3.1]. As usual, Picox/s
denotes the subscheme of Picx/s defined by the condition that the fiber of Picxos over s be
equal to the connected component of the fiber of Picx/s containing Ox,, for any s E S.
Let X and Y be S-varieties. A morphism f : X -+ Y is called relatively birational if the
induced morphism f(s) : X(s) -+ Y(s) on the fiber over any s E S is birational. Clearly,
any base extension of a relatively birational morphism is relatively birational. We will
exclusively be concerned with finite surjective relatively birational morphisms. Note that
a relatively birational morphism of projective S-varieties is automatically surjective and is
finite as soon as it is quasi-finite. For any finite surjective relatively birational morphism
f : X -+ Y of S-varieties, set B1 = f.Ox/Oy. Since f is affine and X is flat over S, we
see that f.Ox is flat over S. Furthermore, the comorphism Oy -+ f.Ox is injective on the
fibers since f is relatively birational and surjective. Hence by [11, 8.11.1] the cokernel Bf
is flat over S, its formation commutes with base change, and the comorphism is injective.
We also set Ef = Supp(Bf) and E' = f-1(Ef) and let
f = f restricted: morphism. When th re is no possible confusion, we omit the subscript f.
be the restricted morphism. When there is no possible confusion, we omit the subscript f.
Finally, we let R = X x y X and g : R -+ Y be the composite morphism, pi : R -+ X be the
projections, and A : X -* R the diagonal. Let i : E "- Y and i' : ' -+ X be the inclusions,
let E" = E' x, E', with 6 : ' V CE" the diagonal and j : E" " R the canonical inclusion.
Let iri : E" -4 E' be the projections.
Lemma 1.2. Let f : X -- Y be a finite surjective relatively birational morphism of S-
varieties. Suppose that the sheaf B on Y supported on E is locally free of rank r on E.
Then
1. E is flat over S and E' is faithfully flat and finite of degree r + 1 over E.
2. The sequence
(1.3) 0 Oy -- fOx P 9-OR
is exact and Coker(pl - P2) = f.Ox e F, where Y is locally free of rank r on E.
3. The sequence
(1.4) 0 -+ OR -- + A.Ox x jOE,,, (j o 6 ).Or, -4 0
of OR-modules is exact, where a is induced by (A, j) : X II E" -- R and 3 is induced
by 6 : E' -÷ E" and i' : E' -+ X.
PROOF. We already know that B is flat over S and that the comorphism Oy -+ f.Ox is
injective. By hypothesis, B is locally isomorphic to O~0 on Y, so higher Tor's of Or must
vanish since they commute with direct sums in the first variable and B is flat. Hence E is
flat over S. We have the following sequence of Oz-modules:
0 -+ O, - f.*Or -+ B -+ 0.
Since B is locally free of rank r, we see that f.OE, is locally free of rank r + 1, so that f is
flat.
Proving the exactness of (1.4) is equivalent to proving the exactness of
(1.5) 0 -+ g.OnR -- f*Ox x (go j).OE,, -0 (f o (i')).Or, -+ 0
on Y since g is affine and surjective. The exactness of the sequences (1.3) and (1.5) is clear
off E, since X - E' _ Y - E. Let P E E C Y, let R = Oy,p and R' = (f.Ox)p. Let
I = AnnR(R'/R) be the conductor, so that by hypothesis, we have R'/R - (R/I)@r as
R-modules. We have the sequence of R-modules
(1.6) 0 -- + R -- + R' --- R'/R ---+ 0.
Tensoring it with R', we get the sequence
R' - R' R R' -- R' R R'/R -+ 0,
which is split by the surjective diagonal R' OR R' -+ R', so that
(1.7) R' OR R' 0 R' e (R' OR R'/R).
The map pi - P2: R' -+ R' R R' factors through the second summand by sending b E R'
to 1 0 b, where b is the canonical image of b in R'/R. Let b E R' and let Ui in (R/I)$~
correspond to b in R'/R under the isomorphism R'/R = (R/I)T' . Consider the composition
R' - R' OR R'/R ~- R' OR (R/I)$ r (R'/I)$ '
b lob lo 0
We have 1 0 b = 0 if and only if ii = 0, which will happen if and only if b = 0. This
is equivalent to b E R, which proves exactness of (1.3). Furthermore, the cokernel of the
composition is (R/I)$ r, so that F is locally free of rank r on E.
We now have to show that the sequence
0 -- R' RR' 2-4 R' x (R'/I ORI, R'/I) - R'/I - 0
of R-modules is exact, where a(E xi 0 yi) = (E xiyi, _E i 0 9j) and P(w, E - 0i Y) =
w - Et "i. Clearly 3(0, . 0 1) = t, so that 3 is surjective. It is easy to see that P o a = 0.
Conversely, if (w, E i 0 9i) is such that ýD = E tii, let u = w - E xiyi, so that u E I.
Then a(E xi 0 y, + u 0 1) = (w, E Ii ® 9Y), so that Im a = Ker r. It remains to show that
a is injective. Let {E0 = 1, Ie,... , Er} be a basis for R'/I over R/I. By Nakayama's lemma,
R' is generated over R by the ei's. Any w E R' OR R' can be written as w = E aij ei ej
with ai3 in R. Suppose a(w) = 0. Then we must have E aiij 0 •, = 0, and since {(i 9 E}2ij
forms a basis of R'/I OR/I R'/I over R/I, we must have that aij = 0, that is, aij E I. Then,
by definition of I, we have that aijej E R, so we can commute those quantities across the
tensor sign, which allows us to write w = , ai (eie 09 1). But by the definition of a, and
since a(w) = 0, we must also have E aijejej = 0, which proves the lemma. E
(1.8) Theorem 1.11 below establishes that, under the conditions of Lemma 1.2 above,
the descent of line bundles through the (non-flat) relatively birational morphism f : X -+ Y
is almost entirely controlled by the (flat) restricted morphism f: E' -+ E. We first need to
introduce some notation. For any line bundle £ on X, we have the sequence of inclusions
EDes1 (£) C Des,(£) C Cov(LC) C Homo.(p~£C,p*L),
where
* Covf(L£) denotes the set of covering data of £ for f, that is, the set of isomorphismsp* L --'-+ p* L.
* Des 1(£) denotes the set of descent data of £ for f, that is, those covering data 0 that
satisfy the cocycle condition
o p1 = p*2 3
on the triple product X Xy X Xy X.
* EDes (£L) denotes the set of efective descent data of £ for f, where a descent datum
4 E Des1 (£) is said to be effective if there exists an invertible sheaf f on Y and an
isomorphism 0 : f*Af - £ such that the following diagram commutes:
p f*n -- g* p f* A
(1.9) p·j p20
Recall that f : X - Y is a descent morphism for invertible sheaves if for any pair £, M of
invertible sheaves on Y, the sequence
(1.10) 0 -- Homo, (£M, M) -- Homo (f *£, f* M) -- + Homo,(g* , g* M)
is exact. It is a strict descent morphism if in addition any descent datum is effective, that
is, if for any line bundle £ on X, we have EDes1 (£) = Desf(£). For example, faithfully flat
maps are strict descent morphisms; see [8].
We can turn these notions into functors by letting the group functors on S-schemes _G
and EG, be defined by
Gf(T) = Desf,(OxT)
and
EG,(T) = EDesf, (Ox,).
Note that if f is a strict descent morphism, then EG, = Gf, since the notion is stable under
base change. Let K, = Ker f* : Picy/s - Picx/s. There is a close relationship between K,
and EGf given a canonical map
EGQ -+ K
associating to an effective descent datum q E EDesT (OXT) the invertible sheaf n on YT
such that fNV -'+ Ox,. The latter morphism is well defined since N is the kernel of the
canonical morphism
P - 'P2 " f,£ -* g (P L).
It is furthermore surjective since choosing L on YT and an isomorphism 9 : f*L -- + Ox ,
defines a descent datum € which is by definition effective, and which maps to £ by the
above map.
We can also introduce the above notations for the restricted morphism f : E' - E and
a line bundle E on E'. Note, however, that E and E' do not, in general, have integral
fibers over S, hence are not S-varieties. This fact is reflected in the relationship between
Kf and EGf as follows. Suppose, as is often the case, that the relation f.Ox = Os holds
universally (for example, if X is proper over S). Then we claim that EG -- + K,. To
prove this, let E EG_ (T) be such that it gives rise to the trivial line bundle OyT. Then
we have a commutative diagram
ORT - ORT
ORT id ORT,
for some 0 E Ho(XT, OXT ) . But since f* Ox = Os holds universally, 0 must be a unit on
T. In particular, p*9 = p;8, which shows that 
€ = id. On the other hand, the morphism
f : E' -* E behaves very differently. For example, it is in general faithfully flat and has a
section, so that K1 = {Or,}; but EGf can be large.
Define finally the group functor HI to be the cokernel of f*, that is,
i(T) = PicE,/s(T)/f*PiRs(T).
Theorem 1.11. Let f : X -+ Y be a finite surjective relatively birational morphism of
S-varieties. Suppose that the sheaf B on Y supported on E is locally free on E. Then the
morphism f is a strict descent morphism and there is a canonical isomorphism Gf --4 G i .
Moreover, suppose that (ay).Oy = Os holds universally. Then the following sequence
of functors is exact in the fppf topology:
(1.12) 0 -+ G Picy/s - Picx/s --+ H
If X has a section over S, then the sequence is exact in the Zariski topology.
PROOF. Let £ and M be line bundles on Y and let N = 1omo, (£, M), which is flat on
Y. Tensoring sequence (1.3) with N and using the projection formula, we obtain the exact
sequence
0 --~ -+ ff*W -- gg*..
Taking global sections, we obtain the sequence (1.10) as desired, so f is a descent morphism.
Proving it is strict is rather more delicate.
We first prove that for any line bundle £ on X, the pullback map
(i')* : Cov (£) -+ Covy(C)
restricted to descent data induces an isomorphism
(1.13) (i')* : Desj(£) -+ Desf(C),
where Z = (i')*L. Choose 4 E Cov1 (Z). Tensoring sequence (1.4) successively with p*L
and pI£L, we can form the diagram
0 , p;*L - A.£ E j.•7; r (j o 0).6 ,
(1.14) (idj.)I lid
0 p*£ ---- A.L E) j*rn - (jo 6).£ - 0,
so there is an induced isomorphism ' : p*; - 2+ p*C. We thus get a map v : CovI(E) -+
Covf(£), which sends 4 to 0. We claim that this map inverts (i')* on descent data. Pulling
back diagram (1.14) to E" by j, we get
(id, ) id
0 -?, - 6--* ?, D 7 -e-, -, ,0.
It is easy to see that the maps 7r*,C -+ r* L appearing in the horizontal sequences for i = 1, 2
are both the identity, so we recover 7: r£L -+ 7r4*, which proves that (i')* o v = id. On
the other hand, if we start with 0 E Covf(C() such that A*q = id and let 4 = (i')*4, then
both 4 and v(0) fit in diagram (1.14), so they must be equal. Hence v exactly inverts (i')*
on the subset of all covering data which are such that they pull back to the identity by
the diagonal A. A fortiori, our claim is proved, since (i')* sends descent data to descent
data. Base changing through any morphism T -+ S, we see that we have an isomorphism
G - _G.
Let £ be a line bundle on X and 0 E Desf(£). Let
= pi - -1 o P2 : f*l -+ g (plC)"
Let Kn = Ker(p4 ). We need to show that Kf is invertible and that the composite morphism
0: f*f -+ f*f,I£ -+ £ is an isomorphism. Since these conditions are local over Y and f is
finite, we can trivialize L over affines V = f-1(U) of X, so we may assume that £ = Ox.
Let 4 = (i')*4 and let
Xr = o-1 0 7r2 *OE' *OE" -
We claim that we can recover K from i7r as
(1.15) f = Ker (i,7r, o (i')).
Since the diagram
f*Ox P 9 g OR
i*f,,O•, i,,,O,,
commutes, it is equivalent to prove that A = Ker(j opo). Since by definition / = Ker(po),
it is sufficient to prove that Ker(j)nIm(po) = {0}. But this is clear since the homomorphism
g*OR -+ f*Ox i,9,Or,, is injective, by the sequence (1.4) pushed to Y, and since A opo is
equal to the zero homomorphism (because A*4 = id by the cocycle condition). Hence the
claim is proved.
Since f is faithfully flat, hence a strict descent morphism, the descent datum (12, C) is
effective; say it descends to KV, where j is invertible on E, and we have an isomorphism
9 : OF,, -ý f*r. Let U = Spec A be an affine open subset of Y, let V = U n E, and choose
U small enough so that Ki Ivy_ _+ Ov. Let U' = f-1(U) = SpecB and I = AnnA(B/A)
be the annihilator. Let the unit ii in B/I correspond to the isomorphism B/I -_Z+ B/I
induced by the composition Ov, -- f*f Iv- * Ov,, where V' = U' n E'. Then diagram
(1.9) reads
B/I A B/I I A/I B
ti(id Jid 86
B/II B/I id B A/I B/I,
so that Iv,,= i & 0-1, where V" = V' x V'. Lift ii to a unit u in B. Then it is easy to
see that the square on the right commutes in the following diagram:
0 A - B 2 B/IA/I B/I
UI Iid
0 -- F(U,f) -A -, B -- B/I ®A/ B/I,
Pl--VIV"P2
and the horizontal sequences are exact by (1.15). Hence we get an isomorphism A : A -+
r(U, A), so that /" is invertible on U. Finally, it is easy to see that the following diagram
is commutative:
B=A AB B )B AB A B
F(U, K) OAB ) B ®A B ---- , B,
where I is induced by the inclusion F(U,NA) -+ B. The second row of this diagram cor-
responds to the canonical morphism 0 : f*/" -+ f*fOx -+ Ox restricted to U', which
we then see to be an isomorphism. Since we can cover Y with open sets U as above, we
conclude that the descent datum (C, 0) is effective, so f is a strict descent morphism.
By assumption, (ay).Oy = Os. Since f is surjective and birational, (ax)*Ox =
(ay),Oy, so that Ki = EG = = Gi . Also, we see that for any S-scheme T, a
line bundle £ on XT descends to YT if and only if Z on E, descends to ET. Hence, the
sequence sequence (1.12) is exact in the fppf topology, since any element of Picx/s(T) (resp.
Picy/s(T)) can be represented by a line bundle on XT, (resp. YT') after a suitable fppf base
extension T' - T. Finally, if X has a section, then so does Y and we do not need to apply
the fppf base change. O
The functor G! is a closed subfunctor of the functor
T ý Covi(OrE') = Ho(E", O*).
If E and E' are proper over S, so that E" is also proper over S, then according to [21,
Lemme 2.4] the latter functor is representable by an affine scheme over S, so GI is then
representable by an affine group scheme GI over S.
As an important example, suppose E = S and that f : E' -4 S is faithfully flat and
finite of order 2. Let s E S be a closed point. Then,
(1.16) (CG)s = Gm if E' = Spec (K(s) E K(s)) (case of a node),(Ga if E' = Spec (K(s)[E]/(E2)) (case of a cusp).
Given a relatively birational morphism f : X -+ Y which does not satisfy the admittedly
fairly restrictive conditions of Theorem 1.11, it might still be that there exists an open subset
U C Y such that the restricted morphism f-1(U) -+ U does. Thus, we need to be able to
relate Picy/s and Picu/s
, 
as in the following lemma. See also [12, Lemma 2.7].
Lemma 1.17. Let Y be an S-variety whose geometric fibers satify Serre's S 2 condition.
Let U C Y be an open subscheme, flat over S, and assume that Codim(Y - U) _> 2. Then
the map of relative Picard functors
Picy/s - Picu/s
induced by the inclusion is injective. Furthermore, the canonical map (oy)*Oy -4 (UU)*OU
is universally an isomorphism.
PROOF. For any line bundle £ on Y, the canonical map pc : (ay),£ -4 (au)*(CIU) is
an isomorphism. Indeed, on the fiber above any s E S, the map pc fits in the long exact
sequence of local cohomology:
Hy, (Y,1,,) ~4 Ho(Y,, £,) -+ Ho(U,, L,) --+ H ° -, (Y8 , L.),
whose end terms vanish because Y, is S2, according to [10]. Hence Pc is injective and its
cokernel is flat on S by [11, 8.11.1]. Since the cokernel vanishes on the fibers, it must vanish
everywhere, hence Pc is an isomorphism. Thus the second assertion of the lemma holds by
putting £ = Oy, and since the conditions are stable under base change.
Suppose now L is a line bundle on Y which becomes trivial on U over S, that is,
there is an isomorphism (au)*M -4 £1u. Tensoring by (av)*M-1, we get an isomorphism
bu : Ou -+ /Iu, where we let A = £0 (oy)*M- 1. Since pgy is an isomorphism, there exists
an isomorphism : Oy -+ N lifting Ou, and similarly for ,v1. The compositions o -1
and 0-1 o € must be the identity maps because they restrict to the identity maps on U and
Poy and pg are isomorphisms. Hence £ is isomorphic to (ay)*M. Since the sheafification
functor is exact, we get the desired result. O
2. CURVES, JACOBIANS AND PRESENTATIONS
(2.1) An S-curve is an S-variety C, projective over S, whose geometric fibers are of dimen-
sion one. In particular, Picc/s = JC exists for an S-curve C. It is well-known that Jc
decomposes as
ic= II Jý
nEZ
where Jý parametrizes invertible sheaves L on C such that L, has Euler characteristic n
on C, for any s E S. A torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf on a curve C over an algebraically closed
field k is a coherent Oc-module I generically isomorphic to Oc and satisfying Serre's S1
condition. Over an arbitrary base S, a coherent Oc-module I is a torsion-free, rank 1
sheaf if it is flat over S and if 1, is a torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf on the fiber C, for any
geometric point s E S. For an S-curve C, we let Jc be the compactified Jacobian of C,
which represents the 6tale sheaf associated to the functor
T ý {isomorphism classes of torsion-free, rank 1 sheaves I on CT}.
The scheme Jc also decomposes as a union
nEZ
See [2]. Of course, J3 lies as an open subset of Ji. There is an Abel map
_l--p--m
A m : Hilb'/s --+ - ,
which is smooth if the fibers of C are Gorenstein and if m > 2p - 1, where p is the arithmetic
genus of C. See again [2] for a more general theory of Abel maps, if C is not Gorenstein.
We recall that iJ is integral if and only if C is locally planar; see [1, Theorem 9] and [16,
Theorem 1].
A relatively birational morphism r : C' -+ C of S-curves is called a partial normalization
of C. Since we assume S-curves to be projective and 7r is necessarily quasi-finite, a partial
normalization is automatically finite and surjective. Set J, = x(B(s)), which is independent
of s E S by flatness; we call 6, the genus change of ir. In contrast to the notation for a general
relatively birational morphism f, we put Q~ = Supp(B,) C C and Q' = 7r-1(Q,) C C', and
let t : Q' -+ Q be the restricted morphism. For any partial normalization i : C' -+ C, there
is a canonical closed embedding E, : , c- J3 given by push-forward of rank 1, torsion-free
sheaves; we will always identify J3, with its image E,(J@,) in Jý. Again, when there can be
no confusion about the morphism 7r in question, we omit the subscript 7r.
(2.2) We can apply the results of the previous chapter to partial normalizations of curves.
We immediately obtain the following.
Proposition 2.3. Let 7r : C' -+ C be a partial normalization of S-curves such that B is
locally free on Q. Then the sequence
(2.4) 0 -- + G -- + Picc/s -- Pic,/s ---+ 0
is exact in the fppf topology, where G = G,.
PROOF. Since C is proper over S with integral geometric fibers, we have (ac)*Oc = Os.
Hence we can apply Theorem 1.11. It remains to show that -~* : PicQ/s -+ PicQ,/s is
surjective in the fppf topology. This is clear since PicQ,/s is trivial. Indeed, any line bundle
£ on Q' trivializes after a suitable Zariski base change, since Q' is finite and flat over T
by Lemma 1.2(1). O
If 6 = 1, then Q -- S and B must thus be invertible on Q, so we can apply the above
proposition. Moreover, E' -+ E is faithfully flat and finite of rank 2, so G1 is representable
by a scheme G over S and by (1.16) the fibers of G over S are either Ga or G,,,. Over an
algebraically closed field, recall that any partial normalization 7r : C' -- C can be factored
(in potentially many different ways) into a composition
C' = C - C 1 - -1-+ -.. --- Co = C
with 6 c,,-c,_ = 1; see [15, Chapter I]. Hence, considering the normalization C -+ C and by
induction on the genus deficiency of C, the compactified Jacobian of any integral curve C
over k appears as an extension of the Jacobian of C by an affine algebraic group, recovering,
or rather paraphrasing, [20, Corollary 4.2].
(2.5) Let 7r : C' -+ C be any partial normalization of S-curves and let T be any S-
scheme. Abusing notation throughout, we will denote by 7r : CT -+ CT the morphism
induced by ir. A presentation for 7r is an injective Oc,-homomorphism h : -+ ir.', where
I and I' are torsion-free, rank 1 sheaves on CT and CT respectively, whose cokernel N is
flat over T, has support contained in QT C CT and is such that length(AN(t)) = 6 for any
t E T. For any torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf I on C, let Z1 be the torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf
on C' generated by ZIc Q . There is a canonical embedding hz :I -E+ i7r, ". By [6, Lemma
3.3], for any presentation h : - 7r.Z' there is an embedding Z" - I' on C' such that h
factors as
For a partial normalization :C' - r  of S-curves, we let Pres, be the presentation'.
For a partial normalization 7r : C' -- C of S-curves, we let Pres, be the presentation
scheme, which represents the 6tale sheaf associated to the functor
T ý {equivalence classes of presentations h :Z -+ r.Z' on CT},
where two presentations are considered equivalent if they differ by multiplication by an
invertible sheaf. The scheme Pres, decomposes as a union
Pres, = I. Pres,
nEZ
where a presentation h I -+ 7r.' is in Presn if I is in J4; see [3]. There are two canonical
maps from Presn, namely
r : Pres" -+ J
sending a presentation h :Z - 7r.1Z' to its source I, and
K' : Pres; --+ Jt 6
sending h to I'.
Let 7r" : C" -+ C be another partial normalization of C, and define Presn,c,, to be the
fiber of Presn over the canonical embedding of J, inside J3, that is, the product
PreSn,c,, c PreSn
I I
In particular, we have Presn,c = PreSn. The canonical maps K and K' from Presn restrict
to maps Pres 7c,, - J,, and Pres",C,, -+ Jo,, which, abusing notation, we also denote by
. and K' respectively. It is in general difficult to describe Pres"nc,, adequately. However,
we can make some progress if 7r factors through 7r", that is, if 7r" is an intermediate partial
normalization. Indeed, let 7r' : C' -+ C" be the morphism through which 7r factors, so that
we have a diagram
C 7 C'
C".
Let Q" = (7r")-1(Q). Assume there is a universal sheaf I' on C' x Jt 6 (which is the case
over an algebraically closed field, for example), and let the sheaf Fc,, on Q" x s j•t6 be
defined by
FC,, = (7r'I')l(Q,,Ixs••,.
Then the proof of [3, Proposition 9] can be easily adapted to show there is a canonical
isomorphism of schemes over ~
Presn,c1, = QuotC,,/Q,, × s 6/- 6 .
We then have the following result.
Proposition 2.6. Assume that Q' lies in the regular locus of C' and that 7r factors through
7r". Then the map n' : Pres~,c,, -4+ J• makes Pres",c,, into a bundle over j•+' with fiber
,c,C = Quot,io,/QI/s,
where 'r' : Q' -+ Q" is the restricted morphism. In particular, if Q" has fibers of length one
over S, then
F,c, = Grass ((q,).OVQ,).
PROOF. For any open subset U C CjI, consider the diagram
Q' Xs U Q Xs Jt -- ' C Xs
Q" X sU --+,, Q" x jls +• xC" Jx ,9 I
Since the formation of the Quot-scheme commutes with base change, we have
Quot _/9. +6,n.+6 xJ +VU = Quotg,,)*,, /Q,"xsU/U.
Since Q' lies in the regular locus of C', the sheaf (q')*I' is invertible on Q' xs j3+6 . Since
Q' has finite length over S, we can choose the subset U of J3+6 small enough so that
(q')*I'IQ,xsu L OQxsu. Since 7r' is affine, the formation of Fc,, commutes with base
change, so that (g")*Tc,, = ~i'(g')*(q')*I' - 'rOQ,'xsu, hence
Quot9 sU/U = Quotb~'OQsluQ"xsU/U.
But clearly ir'OQ', xsU = p*?r'0q,, where p : Q" xs U -+ Q" is the projection, so that
Quot:Oq, • oXS /"X U/U = QuotU.roQ,/QlXSU/U -= Quoto,/QII,/s XSU,
the latter equality holding since, once again, the formation of Quot commutes with base
change. O
Put C" = C and assume that 6 = 1 in the above proposition. Then the fibers of Q' have
length 2 over S, so F,,c is a twisted 1PI and we immediately recover [3, Theorem 10]. On
the other hand, there is an extensive bestiary of examples of F,c,, for more general 5 and
C", ranging from smooth to outright pathological. We will content ourselves here with two
simple ones, assuming S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field k and that C" = C.
Then Q and Q' are Artin schemes over k. Hence F,c embeds as the closed subscheme
of Grass'(HO(Q', OQ,)) parametrizing k-subspaces of Ho(Q', OQ,) which are Ho(Q, OQ)-
modules. Carefully choosing bases of the latter two vector spaces, it is possible to find the
equations defining F,,c in the distinguished affine open subsets of the Grassmanian through
the Pliicker embedding of the latter in a projective space. For instance, if C' is smooth and
C has two nodes, then
Q = Speck x k, Q' = Spec(k x k) x (k x k),
and we find that F,,c g Grass2 (4) _ P5 is isomorphic to the disjoint union of P1 x P1 and
two points. If C' is smooth and C has a single tacnode, then
Q = Speck[E]/(E 2), Q' = Speck[E]/(E2) x k[iE/(E2),
and the reduction of F,,c is isomorphic to the quadric cone in P3 , but there is a rather
intricate embedded point at the vertex of this cone, which brings the dimension of the
tangent space at the vertex to 4.
The above examples suggest that the schemes F.,c,, over an algebraically closed field
are rationally connected, or at least have rationally connected components. This is indeed
the case: the proof of [23] can be adapted to show that the Quot-scheme QuotdM/A/k of
a module M of finite length over an Artin ring A has rationally connected components.
Whether these components (or, more precisely, their reductions) are unirational or rational
is an open question. Note that if A is local, then the proof of [7, Proposition 2.2] is easily
generalized to show that the scheme QuotdM/A/k is connected.
(2.7) Let C be an S-curve and let -r : C' -+ C be any partial normalization with genus
change one. There is then a canonical map a : Pres ,c, -+ Q', defined as follows. A T-point
of Pres', c , corresponds to a presentation h : 7r.Z -+ ir .C, which in turn corresponds to an
embedding I • £ on C( whose cokernel AK is flat and has length one over T. Hence the
support Z of KA, which lies in Q'T by definition, is flat and has length one over T, so the
structure morphism Z -+ T is an isomorphism. There is thus a morphism T -+ Q' having
image Z, and composing with the projection Q~', we obtain a T-point of Q'.
Assume in addition that Q' lies in the regular locus of C'. Define the isomorphism
A : jýl xs Q1 -+ 4, xs Q'
by mapping a pair (C, q') to (Mq,C, q'), where Mq, is the ideal sheaf of q' on C'. Then the
following diagram commutes and all the morphisms in it are isomorphisms:
Pres,,
(2.8) (r• )
x + s Q' , XS Q'.
Indeed, both the commutativity and the fact that (K', a) is an isomorphism follow imme-
diately from [3, Theorem 16], if we notice that the map e' : Jl x s Q' -- Pres" defined
there by mapping a pair (£, q') to the presentation r,.Mq,l -_+ r,C inverts (n', a). In par-
ticular, we see from diagram (2.8) that the morphism n : Pres, c , -+ Jo, is isomorphic to
the projection J, x s Q' -+ Ji, under the identification provided by (n, a).
(2.9) We will work for the remainder of this Section over an algebraically closed field
k. For any partial normalization r : C' -+ C, we introduce stratifications S 'n and T7'" of
JO, and Pres" respectively as follows. Let S° '" denote the open subset of Jo, consisting of
torsion-free, rank 1 sheaves on C' invertible at Q. We then define S("n recursively by setting
Si-'+ = Im [Zi',' -+ j'] ,
where Z 'n+l is the open subset of C xs S",+1 consisting of pairs (p, Z) where I is invertible
at p, and Z '" + 1 --+ J, maps a pair (p, ) to MDZ. We let 'i 'n - n-1(Sr?,). To simplify
notation, we omit the superscript n, as it will always be obvious. We also set S i = Sf, where
k: C -> C is the normalization, and T i = 7~. It is clear by induction that Si CS +1
hence we obtain stratifications
J = So C So C Si CE.. C
Pres" n T C T0  C V C ... C Pres".
We will only be using the i = 0, 1 steps of these stratifications. When no confusion about
ir can arise, we denote by n' : -+ S1 the restricted morphism induced by K.
(2.10) If ir : C' -+ C is a partial normalization and P a point of C, we say that 7r is a
partial normalization at P if Q is supported at P. Any curve C has a unique normalization
• :C -+ C, where C is regular. We define the genus deficiency of C to be fl; it is clearly
equal to p-g, where p and g are the arithmetic and geometric genera of C respectively. There
are also other canonical partial normalizations associated to C, which we now describe.
Suppose P is a singular point of C. The blow-up :rp Cp -+ C of C along the ideal
sheaf Mp of P is a partial normalization. We can continue to blow-up singular points if
necessary to construct the desingularization 7r(p) : C(p) -- C of C at P, which is such that
7r(p (P) lies in the regular locus of C(p) and Q,,(p) is supported at P. If C is locally planar,
then both Cp and C(p) are also locally planar, but the genus changes of lrp and 7r(p) are
in general unpredictable. On the other hand, factoring the blow-up Cp - C into steps
with genus change one, we see that there always exists at least one partial normalization
at P with genus change one. Moreover, if C is Gorenstein, this partial normalization with
genus change one is unique; we denote it by r[p] : C(p] -+ C. Indeed, the conductor of
Oc in 7r[p].Oc,,, must then be equal to the maximal ideal sheaf Mp of P and, conversely,
7r[P].OC,[P = fLomc(Mp, Oc) is determined by MR. Hence, a Gorenstein curve has as
many partial normalizations with genus change one as it has singularities, and any partial
normalization factors through at least one of them. It is important to note that C[p] is in
general not Gorenstein, though.
3. DOUBLE POINTS
In this Section we work over an algebraically closed field k. A point P of an integral curve
C is a double point if C has multiplicity 2 at that point. We have a local characterization
of double points as follows.
Proposition 3.1. Let C be an integral curve and let P be a point of C such that C is locally
planar at P. Then P is a double point of C if and only if one of the following equivalent
conditions is satisfied:
1. OC,P is analytically isomorphic to kI[, y]/(x 2 + f(y)x + g(y)) for some f(y), g(y) E
k[yJ. If char k : 2, then we can complete the square so that Oc,p is analytically
isomorphic to k[x, yJ/(x 2 - yr) for some integer r.
2. dimk I/mpl < 2 for every ideal I C OC,p.
3. dimk m2/m3 = 2, where mp is the maximal ideal of Oc,p.
4. The blow-up Cp of C at P has genus change one.
5. The partial normalization C 1p] of C at P with genus change one has at worst double
points over P.
Furthermore, any of the above condition implies the following:
6. If r : C' -+ C is the blow-up of C at P, then the sheaf B is invertible on Q.
PROOF. We let (0) stand for the condition that P be a double point of C. Suppose (0)
holds. Since k is infinite, by [24, VIII, Theorem 22] there exists a non zero divisor y E Oc,P
such that the multiplicity of (y) in Oc,p is equal to 2. Since OC,p is Cohen-Macaulay, we
have an isomorphism
OCpl(y)[t] -I-. n)(ynl)
nEZ
Thus by [24, VIII, Theorem 23], we have that length Oc,p/(y) = 2. Completing, we must
have that (C,P is free of rank 2 over k[y], which proves (1). The converse is immediate.
It is sufficient to prove (1) =. (2) on the completion. Any ideal I C OC,p is free of rank
2 over k[y]. If I is generated by two elements over k[y], then it is also generated by the
same elements over (c,p, hence (2) holds. The implication (2) => (3) is immediate. We
now prove that (3) =* (1). Since C is locally planar, (c,p -- k[x,y]/(f) for some f in
m. But (3) implies that f cannot be in m. Hence we get (1). The equivalence of (0)
and (4) follows immediately from the formula in [13, Corollary V.3.7]. Moreover, if (4)
holds, then the partial normalization Pr[p] with genus change one at P must coincide with
lrp, and C[p] = Cp must have at worst double points over P since the multiplicity at a
point P' of C' can not be greater than that of C at P = irp(P'), so (5) holds. Conversely,
consider Q' C C'. If Q' lies in the regular locus of C', then P must be a node or a cusp
on C. If Q' does not lie in the regular locus, then it must be supported at a point P'
of C', which is assumed to be a double point. Then the maximal ideal mp of Oc,p is an
ideal of Oc,,p, also since it is the conductor. Also, mp,m, = m,. Thus by (2), we have
dim, mr/m = dimk m"/mRp,rm < 2, so we conclude by (3) that P is a double point.
Finally, (4) trivially implies (6), since the sheaf B has length one over k and is supported
on Q = Speck. O
It is important to insist that if P is a double point of C, then the blow-up Cp of C at P
is the same as the partial normalization C[p] with genus change one at P. It is not clear
whether a curve C has a double point at P as soon as C[p] is only assumed to be locally
planar above P.
(3.2) It is easy to actually construct double points, as we now show. The first step is to
construct nodes and cusps. If D is an effective divisor of degree 2 on a curve C' supported
in the regular locus, then there exists a unique curve C and a morphism 7r : C' -4 C
contracting D to a singular point P of C, which is a node or a cusp depending on whether
D is supported at a single point or not. It suffices to take C as the curve associated to the
module D, in the sense of [22, IV 4]. If P' is a double point on C', we can also increase
its complexity. We will construct a map 7r : C' -+ C with genus change one such that C is
locally planar at P = 7r(P'). By Proposition 3.1(5) above, P will thus be a double point
of C. Let the maximal ideal mp, C Ocr t, be generated by x' and y', where we choose y'
such that the multiplicity of (y') in OC,,p, is equal to 2, as in the proof above. For any
[a: b] e P1, let O' be the subring k E (ax' + by') of OC,,P,. Then O' fits in the inclusions
k m2, C (O' C OC',P'
hence, according to [15, Proposition 1.1.1], defines a curve C and a homeomorphism r : C' -+
C such that 7r is an isomorphism over C - P, where P = 7r(P'), and such that Oc,p = 0'.
It is clear that 7r has genus change one. Conversely, any such partial normalization defines
a subring 0' = Oc,p of OC',P' fitting in the inclusions above. To verify whether the curves
thus defined are locally planar at P, it suffices to work on the completion. To simplify
the discussion, we will assume that char k - 2. Then Oc,,p, _ k[x', y'/(x'2 - y'r). Let
m' be the maximal ideal of 0', so that m' = m,, + (ax' + by'). Suppose r > 2. If b = 0,
then m' = (x', y' 2) and it is easy to see that m'/m' 2 has dimension 3, so that the curve C
defined by O' is not locally planar at P. On the other hand, if b = 0, then C will be locally
planar at P. If r = 2, then C is locally planar at P for any choice of [a : b] in PI. If the
normalization C of C' has no automorphism, then different choices of [a : b] in PI give rise
to non-isomorphic curves since the rings (' are themselves non-isomorphic because their
common fraction field has no non-trivial k-automorphism. Hence we have defined at least
one curve C with double points to which C' maps, and in most cases, a whole family of
such.
In contrast with the local characterization above of double points, we also have the
following important global characterizations of curves all of whose singularities are double
points.
Proposition 3.3. Let C be an integral locally planar curve. Then all the singularities of
C are double points if and only if one of the following equivalent conditions hold:
1. All the proper partial normalizations of C have double points.
2. All the proper partial normalizations of C are locally planar.
Furthermore, any of the above conditions implies the following:
3. For any partial normalization 7r : C' - C at a point P, we have Q = Spec k[y]/(y6).
4. For any partial normalization r : C' -- C of C, the sheaf B is invertible on Q.
PROOF. Again we let (0) stand for the condition that all the singularities of C be double
points. Then (0) implies (1) by Proposition 3.1(5) above and induction. The implication
(1) =- (2) is immediate. On the other hand, if C has a point P of multiplicity greater than
2, some partial normalization of C at P is not locally planar. Indeed, the proof of [15,
Lemma 1.2.1] shows there exists a partial normalization C p} such that C p} -+ C is a
homeomorphism and the sigular point P on C{p} is a module type. But a singularity of
module type of multiplicity greater than 2 cannot be Gorenstein, let alone locally planar.
Hence (2) =4 (0).
Wo prove that (0) implies (3) and (4) simultaneously. Note that (3) implies (4) because
B has length 6 and has support equal to Q. We make the following trivial observation. Let
A be a local Artin ring of dimension 6 over k, and suppose there is an surjective algebra
homomorphism A -+ k[I]/(e6 - 1) such that for any d with 0 < d < 6, composing the above
surjection with the canonical map k[e]/(E6- 1 ) -+ k[e]/(e6- d) yields an exact sequence of
A-modules:
0 - k[+]/(E d ) -+ A -+ k[]/(E6 - d) -+ 0.
Then A is isomorphic to k[E]/(Ec). To apply this observation to the present case, given r :
C' -+ C with genus change 6, note first that since Q is supported at a point, A = Ho(Q, OQ)
is local. We will use induction on 6. If 6 = 1, then Q has length one over k so the result
is automatic. Otherwise, assume the result holds for any partial normalization of curves
with double points with genus change less than 6. For any d such that 0 < d < 6, there
exists a unique intermediate partial normalization 7r" : C" -+ C with genus change d (the
composition of d blow-ups). Let 7r' : C' -+ C" be the morphism through which 7r factors.
We get an exact sequence
0 -+ , ---+ B, -+ B, -- + 0.
Hence, using the induction hypothesis and the fact that (4) holds for r" and r', we conclude
by the above observation. O
If C has only double points, then Jo is explicitly stratified by the invertible sheaves on
the finite set of its partial normalizations, as expressed in the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let all the singularities of C be double points. Then, set-theoretically,
Jý decomposes as
'"= I J",,
C'->C
where the union is taken over all curves mapping to C (including C).
PROOF. To prove the first decomposition, we proceed by induction on the genus deficiency
6 of C. If 6 = 0, then C is smooth and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let I be a
non-invertible, torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf on C, and suppose I is not invertible at a point
P. Let 7r : C' -+ C be the blow-up of C at P. Let R = Oc,p, R' = (7r.Oc,)p and I = 4p.
By [2, Lemma 3.3], we can identify I with an ideal of R. Consider the inclusions
mpI C I C R'I,
where mp is the maximal ideal of R. Since R is Gorenstein, mp is equal to the conduc-
tor of R in R'. Hence mpR'I = mpI. By Proposition 3.1(2), dimk R'I/mpI < 2. By
Nakayama's lemma, mpl # I. In fact, dimk I/mpI > 1, since I is not invertible at P.
Hence dimk R'I/I = 0, that is, I = R'I. Hence I is an Oc,-module, that is, I = ir.Z' for
some torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf Z' on C'. By the induction hypothesis, I' = -r"I" for some
invertible sheaf Z" on some partial normalization C" of C'. Hence the first decomposition
holds. 0
Since a curve C with double points is locally planar, the singular locus of Hilb' is equal
to the locus of non-invertible sheaves by [4, Proposition 2.3]. Hence, since the Abel map is
smooth for large enough m, the singular locus of J@ is equal to Jn - J4. But by the above
Proposition,
C'-+C
6=1
Hence the singular locus of Jo decomposes in as many irreducible components as there are
double points on C, each component being isomorphic to the compactified Jacobian of the
corresponding partial normalization.
Let 7r : C' -+ C be a partial normalization with genus change one, that is, the blow-up
of C at some double point P. We can also extract from the above decomposition some
information about the stratification S, of J4n. First note that if Q' lies in the regular locus
of C', that is, if 7r forms either a node or a cusp, then it is easy to see that S, is in fact
equal to the whole of J0. Also, in general, we have that
(3.5) Sr - S ° = , n S7.
Finally, since
'II c
6<1
we obtain the very useful inequality
(3.6) Codim(J , - S,) > 2.
In Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.13 below, we show that the conditions necessary to
apply the results of Section 1 are satisfied by the restriction of K to the open subset T' of
Pres,. Proposition 3.9 and its proof are directly inspired by [3, Proposition 17], but the
preliminary set-up is more extensive. We first need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let 7r : C' -- C be a partial normalization, and suppose C has only double
points. Let h : I -+ 7r.' be a presentation lying in '7g. Then the cokernel of h is invertible
on Q.
PROOF. The assertion is local on Q, hence we may assume that Q is supported at a double
point P, that is, that 7r is a partial normalization at P. If I is invertible along Q, then
we may assume I = Oc since, once again, the assertion is local, and then the result is
simply Proposition 3.3(4). Otherwise, by Proposition 3.4, I must be equal to (7rp).~ P for
some invertible sheaf 1 P on the blow-up "7rp : Cp -+ C of C at P. We may assume that
ZP = OCp, We prove the result by induction on 6. If 6 = 1, the result is clear. Otherwise,
for any d with 0 < d < 6, let 7r(d) : C(d) - C be the partial normalization of C consisting
of d + 1 blow-ups. Then h factors as
(Wrp),OCp -7 ld)OC(d) -+ 7rZ'.
The cokernel of the first map above is equal to k[e]/(Ed) by Proposition 3.3(3). The cokernel
of 7r(d)Oc() -+ .I' is equal to the cokernel of Oc(d) -+ 7.-rcd I', which in turn is equal to
the cokernel of 7r.cd) C(d-1) ( (d) - r C(d-1)Z . The latter is a presentation for the map
C' -+ C(d- 1) which lies in PresC_+C(d-1) n7T1 -C(d-1) so that by the induction hypothesis
and by Proposition 3.3(3), its cokernel is isomorphic to k[E]/(E6-d). Hence we have an exact
sequence
0 -+ k[e]/(EJ- d ) -+ Coker h -+ k[E]/(Ed) - 0,
and we conclude as in the proof of the implication (0) =. (3) in Proposition 3.3. 0
(3.8) To simplify notation, for any m, we set Hm = Hilbm and H' m = Hilbm,. We also define
Hm to be the open subset of Hm parametrizing subschemes of C supported on C - Q, and
H'm, to be the open subset of H'" parametrizing open subschemes of C' supported on
C' - Q'. Let Supp(Q) = {P 1,...,P,} and 7r-1(Pi) = {Pll,...,P"'I}. Let F be the open
subset of H8 parametrizing subschemes of C whose length at Pi is at most one for each i,
and F' be the open subset of H'W parametrizing subschemes of C' whose length at Pij is at
most one for at most one j for each i. We have open embeddings H' 6, C F' and H6 C F,
and we let 7' = F' - H'W, and y = F - H' be the closed complements with the reduced
scheme structure. For instance, if 6 = 1, which is the only case we will use in the proof of
autoduality, then F = C and F' = C', with y = Q and y' = Q'. If 6 > 1, however, F' and F
are not necessarily proper. We claim, however, that the canonical isomorphism H'", -- + H'
extends to a morphism H : F' -+ F. Let V' and V be the open subsets of C' x H'Q. 1 and
C x H-'1 respectively, consisting of pairs (P, Y) such that P is not in the support of Y.
We have canonical maps 3' : V' 4 F' and 3 : V -+ F, which are 6tale by the infinitesimal
criterion. Let the images of these maps be denoted by W' and W respectively. The fiber
product V' x w V' lies in V' x V', which is itself an open subset of C' x H'6-1 x C' x H'Q, ,
and similarly for V x w V. The canonical map C'x H'Q-1 x C'x H'T1 - C xH6- 1 x Cx H6- 1
is easily seen to restrict to a map V' x w, V' -+ V x w V which makes the following diagram
Cartesian, for i = 1, 2:
V' x w, V' Pi+ V'
I I
VxwV -- V.
Thus we get descent data for the affine scheme V' over V through the morphism V -+ W.
Since V -+ W is faithfully flat, hence a strict descent morphism, V' descends to a scheme
W*. But since V' x w, V' and V' x w. V' coincide by construction and both V' -+ W' and
V' -+ W* are faithfully flat, the schemes W' and W* must coincide. In other words, we
have constructed a morphism W' -+ W. It is clear that W' and W contain the boundaries
7' and y respectively, and that the morphism W' -+ W just defined coincides with the
canonical isomorphism H'6 , --+ H where they are both defined. Hence they glue to give
the desired morphism II : Tr - F.
Proposition 3.9. Let the curve C have only double points and let 7r : C' -+ C be a partial
normalization. Then in the smooth topology, the map r1 : T - S, is isomorphic along
SI- S$ to the product
II x id : F' x •, -+ x JXC,.
More precisely, there exists a smooth map 0 : U - S, whose image contains S - S0, there
exists a smooth map 0' : U' -+ Jn, and there exists a Cartesian diagram
7r xsg U - U
I I
' x U' + r x U'Hxid
in which the top morphism is the projection and the two vertical maps are open embeddings.
Moreover, the Cartesian diagram induced by that diagram via the closed embedding y -4 F
is
( 7r- XS) ×s U -- • (S.- SW) Xs,1 U
(3.10) 1 1
-y'xU' : yxU'.
The two vertical morphisms in the latter diagram are isomorphisms.
PROOF. We first prove the result supposing that -n > 3p + 6 - 1, where p is the arithmetic
genus of C. Set once and for all m = 1 - p - n - 6, so that m > 2p. Let U be the open
subset of r x H×- parametrizing pairs of subschemes of C with disjoint supports. There is
a natural map U -+ Hm+6 , which is 6tale by the infinitesimal criterion. Since C is locally
planar, hence Gorenstein, and m + 6 2 2p - 1, the Abel map A : Hm+6 -+ Ji is smooth.
The image of the composition
U -+ Hm+6  J
is clearly contained in S,. Let 4 : U -+ S• denote this composition.
We wish to show that the image of 0 contains S, - S,. In analogy with the usual
terminology, say a point P is a base point of a torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf I on C if the
support of every subscheme Y in the fiber A - 1 ([I]) of the Abel map contains P. Let V
be the open subset of HT- 1 x HI consisting of pairs of subschemes with disjoint supports.
We obtain a canonical morphism : V -+ S by composing the canonical 4tale morphism
V -+ Hm+ - 1 with the restriction H + 6- 1 -+ J+1 of the Abel map, which factors through
S . For any point P in the support of Q, form the commutative diagram
V U
70r ®MP CJ'
where .MR is the ideal sheaf of the point P. By definition, S, - S is the union of the images
of the bottom maps for all P in the support of Q. It thus remains to show that 0 is surjective.
To prove this, it is sufficient to show that the map € restricted to V n {(6 - 1)a} x H- is
surjective, where a is a point of C contained in the regular locus. Since m + 6 - 1 > 2p - 1,
for any torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf I on C of degree m, the group HO(C,2((6 - 1)a)) does
not vanish. Furthermore, since m 2 2p, any such I does not have base points, so we can
choose a section in HO(C, ((6 - 1)a)) which does not vanish at a. This implies that the
restriction of 4 is surjective, hence we are done.
Let U' = H`', and let ' : U' -+ J3, be the restriction of the Abel map. From the
canonical isomorphism H'Q, _+ H m , we get the desired embedding U -+ r x U'. It
remains to find the asserted open embedding of 7T, x s U in F' x U'. Let U" be the open
subset of F' x U' parametrizing pairs of subschemes with disjoint supports. It will turn out
that U" is the image of the embedding in question.
We first define a map U" -4 7 X s U. To start with, the map 1' x U' -+ r x U'
obviously restricts to a map U" -+ U. Now consider a T-point T -+ U" of U". Let Y be
the subscheme of CT of length m + 6 corresponding to the composition
T -+ U" -+ U - Hm+6
and let Y' be the subscheme of length m + 6 of C, corresponding to
T -+ U" -+ H'm+.
Let Y and Y' have ideal sheaves I and I' respectively. We can form the following diagram:
0 k 27 h r.I' -- BT - 0
(3.11) 0 OCT OC T T
I 1.
We prove that the map Oy --+ r.Oy, is an isomorphism. By Nakayama's lemma and since
7r.Oy, is fiat over T, it is sufficient to prove this on the fibers, so assume for a moment
that T = Speck. Then Oy --4 r.Oy, is clearly an isomorphism off Q. If for some i, no
point Pij is in the support of Y', then Pi is not in the support of Y either, so both Oy, p
and (7r.Oy,)p, are zero. Otherwise, both Oy and (lr.Oy,)p, have length one over k, so that
Oy,p, -+ (r*.Oy,)p, is again an isomorphism. A simple diagram chase now shows that the
map 7r.l' -+ BT is surjective. Hence the first row of diagram (3.11) is a presentation, which
lies in 7, since I lies in S,. Hence we get a map U" -+ T,, which we combine with U" -+ U
to get a map U" -+ T7 xs2 U.
We now show that this map U" - T~ xsi U is a monomorphism. Suppose the given
T-point of U" corresponds to the pair (Y1', Y2) of subschemes of C, with disjoint supports.
The image of this T-point in U is a pair of subschemes (Y1, Y2) of CT with disjoint supports;
let Y be their sum, corresponding to an ideal sheaf i : I Oc,. Since Y2 is supported
on CT - QT, we can recover Y' from Y2. Furthermore, the image of the given T-point of
U" in 7~ corresponds to a presentation h : I -+ 7r.Z' having the same source as i since by
assumption both i and h come from a T-point of U". Since diagram (3.11) is a pushout
diagram, it is uniquely determined by i and h. Hence we can recover 7r.Z' -+ r.Oc,, which
corresponds an embedding Z' -4 Oc on C, of colength m + 6, that is, to a subscheme
Y' on C4 of length m + J. By definition of the map U" --+ T1 xsi U, the subscheme Y'
is the sum of Y1' and Y2'. Since we have already recovered Y2, we see that Y1' is uniquely
determined, so that U" x 7( s1 U is indeed a monomorphism.
We must show that we can lift a T-point of ~,1 xsi U to a T-point of U". By descent
theory, it is sufficient to do this up to an etale morphism. Let the given T-point of T, be
representable by a presentation h : 2 - •r.Z'. According to Lemma 3.7, and since it is flat
over T, the cokernel of h is invertible on QT. Since QT is finite and flat over T, we may
assume, after an 4tale base change, if necessary, that the cokernel of h is BT. Let the given
T-point of U correspond to a pair of subschemes of CT with disjoint supports whose sum
corresponds to an embedding i : " -+ Oct of colength m + 6. Once again, since I" and I
must have the same image in S,,, we may assume that Z" = I, after an 4tale base change,
if necessary.
Form the following pushout diagram:
o -- I 7r.Z' ) BT 0
(3.12) 0 -f OCT -- C -- BT -4 0
Suppose that E = -,.I" for some rank 1, torsion-free sheaf I" on CT. Then the embedding
OcT -+ rZ" is a presentation. However, there is a unique presentation with source OCT,,
namely Oc, -+ 7rc , so that we must have C = 7r, Oc,. Then the second vertical sequence
defines an embedding 2' " Oc( which, along with the original T-point of U, defines a T-
point of U" which lifts the given T-point of T7 xsi U, so we are done. It remains to show
that C = 7r,,I" for some rank 1, torsion-free sheaf T" on CT. We first prove this on the
fibers; it will then be sufficient to see that C is a 7rOc,-module. So assume for the moment
that T = Spec k. The assertion is local on C, and trivially holds off Q. If Supp F does not
contain P, then in diagram (3.12), the lower sequence is equal to the upper one at P, so the
assertion holds there too. Otherwise, let R = Oc,p and R' = (r.Oc,)p. Let I' = (7rl')p,
and note that Ip = mp. Let J = mpR. Then J = (•rJ')p, where 3' is the ideal sheaf
on C' of r- 1'(P). Hence the quotient A = R'/J is an Artin ring of dimension 2 over k.
By (2.5), the presentation h factors through r,(I') --+ 7r,', where 2" is the torsion-free,
rank 1 sheaf on C' generated by I on C. The cokernel of r,. (7Z") --+ 7r,' must have length
one. Indeed, by Proposition 3.4 the sheaf I must be equal to (7rp).I P for some invertible
sheaf IP on the blow-up Cp of C at P; then h factors through (7rp),I P - (rp),(r')*IP,
where 7r' : C' - Cp, and the latter embedding has colength 6 - 1. Hence, localizing at P
and noting that [7r*,(I')]p is equal to J, we get an embedding J C I' whose cokernel N is
an A-module of length one over k. There is thus up to scalars a unique embedding N -+ A.
We will construct an embedding a : I' -4 R' making the following diagram commutative:
0 k J -* I' -i N - 0
0 - J - R' -1- A --- 0.
Since C' -+ C factors through the blow-up Cp of C at P, the sheaf J' is invertible on C'.
Hence we may pick a generator e of J as an R'-module. Let g E I' be such that its image
in N generates N. Then eg lies in J and is non-zero since 2' is torsion-free. Hence we may
identify eg with an element b of R' lying in J. Since e generates J as an R'-module, there
exists g' E R' such that b = eg'. Furthermore, g' is uniquely determined since AnnR, (e) = 0
because J is torsion-free. Sending g to g' and sending any element of J C I' to itself in
J c R' defines an R'-module map I' - R' making the above diagram commute, and it
is easy to verify that this map is independent of the choice of generators and is injective.
The colength of I' in R' must be one, hence I' must be equal to the maximal ideal mp, of
some points P' on C' mapping to P. Hence diagram (3.12) localizes at P to the following
diagram:
0 - mp -p (r.mp,)p --- p - 0
1 1 II
0 - OC,P E, p ?p B 0
1 1
,P YP .
In that diagram, (,r.Oc,)p fits in place of Sp. However, a pushout diagram is unique, hence
Ep is isomorphic to (r*,Oc,)p. Hence we proved that the fibers of 6 are rank 1, torsion-
free (r,.Oc,)p-modules. To show that E is a ir.Oc.-module, consider the canonical map
E 4 ® c0, ECT, where KC is the total quotient ring sheaf of Oc,. This map is injective on
the fibers, since E is injective on the fibers, and so is injective, since both E and KC are flat
over T. However, tensoring the second row of diagram (3.12) with KCT, which is flat on CT,
we obtain that 'E OCT 'CT = KCT since BT consists of torsion. Hence C embeds in 'CT, which
is a r,.Oc, -module, since 7r is birational. It is clear that F is a r,.Oc, -module because
F' -+ F is surjective on T-points. The quotient ICT/lrZ' is also a irOc.-module, and so is
the image of C in this quotient, because it's equal to F. Hence C itself is a r,,Oc,-module.
Finally, it is obvious that the two diagrams in the statement of the proposition are
Cartesian. The morphism (S1 - S ° ) xsi U -+ 7y x U' is an isomorphism since -y x U' is
contained in the image of U in F x U'. Having proved the statement of the proposition for
-n large enough, note that, for any integer a, twisting by Oc (a) defines an isomorphism
j•-.+ j+b where b = degOc(a). Similarly, twisting by r*Oc(a) defines a compatible
isomorphism J•,, -+ .jFb because b = deg r*Oc (a). Using this twisting as appropriate,
we see that the result holds for any n. O
Corollary 3.13. Let C be a curve with double points and 7r : C' -+ C the blow-up of C
at a point P. The morphism .1 : T' -+ S1 is a finite surjective birational morphism of
integral varieties, and is isomorphic to the blow-up of S 1 along S, - S ° . Moreover, the
sheaf B = KnO. 0 /Osi is invertible on E = Supp(B).
PROOF. Since C is locally planar, Jo is integral. Hence so is S1 . Since C' is also locally
planar, Jt+1 is integral. Since Pres" is a P'-bundle over Jýtl, according to Proposition 3.14,
it is also integral. Hence so is 7T. Since K is an isomorphism over S° , it is birational and
surjective. Hence so is a1. The assertions that nI is finite and that B is invertible on E
follow from the above Proposition and classical descent theory, as does the fact that n1 is
isomorphic to the blow-up of S 1 along S,' - S ° . O
Whereas the description of a above is partial, the morphism n' is satisyingly described
in the following proposition. Compare with Proposition 2.6.
Proposition 3.14. Let C be an integral curve with double points and r : C' -+ C a partial
normalization. Then the sheaf F = (lr.I')ljoQx+1 is locally free of rank 2 on Q x J0.
Hence, K' makes Presn a bundle over j9+' with fiber
F, = Quot6HO(Q',OQ,)/Q/k
In particular, if 6 = 1, then Pres: = P(F) is a P'-bundle over .
PROOF. It is sufficient to show F is locally free of rank 2 on the reduced subscheme
Qred X ij+ 1l If Z' is a torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf on C' and P a point in Qred, then the
fiber F(P, [I']) of F at the point (P, [I']) of Qred x ji+1 is equal to (r.Zl')(P). Since 7r.Z' is
not invertible at P, dimk(7lrZ')(Q) > 2, but since P is a double point of C, we must have
dimk (r.Z')(P) = 2, by Proposition 3.1(2). Since C' is locally planar, j+t 1 is reduced, hence
F is locally free of rank 2 on Jitl. The rest of the proposition follows as in the proof of
Proposition 2.6. O
If 7r : C' -+ C is the blow-up of C at a double point P, we will need a more detailed
description of Pres "c, than that provided by Proposition 3.9. If Q' lies in the regular locus
of C', then Pres",c, is adequately described in diagram (2.8). Otherwise, Q' is supported
at a double point P'. Let 7r" : C" -+ C' be the blow-up of C' at P'. Then the somewhat
subtler situation is described in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.15. Let the singularities of C be double points and let r : C' -+ C be the
blow-up of C at P. Suppose Q' is supported at a double point P' of C'. Then
Pres,c, = EU E',
where E and E' are irreducible.
The reduced subscheme Ered of E is equal to (I')-1(j+1). Also, Ered is canonically
isomorphic to Pres',,. The restriction K : Ered -+ J, is isomorphic to the canonical map
Pres",, -+ J3, under this identification. The morphism (, ,a) : E -+ J3, x Q' restricts on
T~1 to an isomorphism
EnTV 4 J3, x Q',
which is compatible with the canonical embedding of Jc, inside Pres",,.
Furthermore, n' maps E' onto j3,1 and r, maps E' into J,, C J3,. In particular, E' n7
is empty.
PROOF. Let 7r' : C" -+ C be the composition 7r o 7r". Define Er to be (K')- 1(J~+1). Then K
maps Er into J4,. Indeed, the source of a presentation h : I -+ iI" cannot be invertible
at P, since then we would have ,r'I" = r.,(r"'I") = *r,*r*I, which is impossible. Since I is
not invertible at P, it lies in J0, by Proposition 3.4. Hence Er c Pres",c,.
Consider the partial section s : J+* - Pres" of K' defined by sending £' to the presen-
tation h : 7r.(M p,') --4 i7r.', where jMp, is the maximal ideal sheaf of P' on C'. Let E'
be the closure of the image of this section. Then a maps E' to 3,, ,, since the source
r*,(Mp,Z) of h is not invertible on C at P and Mpl, is not invertible on C' at P'. Hence
E' C Presc,.
Let h : 7r,' --+ rL' be any presentation on C lying in Presnc,. If L' is not invertible on
C' at P', then h lies in Er. On the other hand, if /' is invertible at P', then we must have
that I' = MLp£'. Hence in this case, h lies in E'. Thus we have shown that the reduced
subscheme underlying Pres",c , is equal to Er U E'. Let E and E' be the corresponding
components of Presl,c,. It is clear that Ered = Er and E'ed = E'.
Let Pres",, -+ Pres" be the morphism sending a presentation h" on C' to -r"h" on C.
It is then clear that the image of this morphism is precisely Ered and that the composition
Pres",, Ered Pres,c,' -+ J, is equal to the canonical map.
Finally, consider (K, a) : E -+ JP, x Q'. We construct an inverse of this morphism over
J3, x Q' as follows. If L' is an invertible sheaf on C' x T and q' : T -+ Q' a T-point of Q', then
form the canonical map h' : C' -+ M, C', where Mq, denotes the ideal sheaf of the image
of the section (q', id) : T -+ C' x T and M v, = Flomor , (Mq', Oc7 ). Then the cokernel of
h' is included in Q' and is flat, of length one over T, so that 7rh' is a presentation, which
lies in Pres', c , n7 "1 . The composition (n, a) o a is clearly the identity. As for the opposite
composition, note that if we have a presentation h : irr,' -+ irI' with L' invertible on C',
then we can tensor by LV'- on C, to obtain an exact sequence
0 --+ C, -+ I' I L,-1 - - 0,
where K is flat and finite of length one over T, and supported on Q'T. It is easy to see
that I' 0 L'-1 must then be equal to M ,? for some T-point of Q'. Further, the image of
Jý, x Q' -+ E is equal to E nT71  O
We should note that the above proposition shows that the morphism K : Pres: -+ J 3 is
not finite if C' is not regular at Q'. Indeed, say C has arithmetic genus p. Then E'red has
dimension p - 1 and I maps it into j7,,, which has dimension p - 2. However, the restriction
n1 of K to 7- 1 is of course finite according to Corollary 3.13.
4. AUTODUALITY
Let C be an S-curve, and consider the Abel map in degree 1:
A' : C = Hilb%/s -+ JC
Let l denote the induced map
,: •Pico/ - -+jp = Pico/s
given by pullback of invertible sheaves. If C is smooth over S, classical autoduality asserts
that 4 is an isomorphism; see for example [18, VI, Theorem 3]. In what follows, we generalize
this result to curves with double points. First, define what will be the inverse TI of 1 as
follows. Recall from [17] the definition of the determinant of cohomology Df (F) associated
to a morphism f : X -+ Y and a quasi-coherent sheaf F on X. Let I be a universal sheaf
on C xs Jcp and let L be a universal sheaf on C xs Ji-P. Let P12,P13 and p23 denote the
projections from C x s Jc P X Jxs -P to C x s Jjp , C s J-7P and Jj P X Js-P respectively.
To simplify notation, we simply write D for the determinant of cohomology ),,, associated
to the projection P23. Let the sheaf T on JiP x Js-P be given by
T 2)(p 12I 3P13L) - 1 0 D(p1 3L) 0 D(pI3I) 0 D(OCxsJ_ s-
Then the morphism
9 : JP -- Pico-p
is defined on T-points by sending t : T -+ Jj-P to the T-point of PicoJ- corresponding to
C
the line bundle on Jc7 P x T given by the pullback of T by the map
jI xsT = x JjP XsJ - P.
The map TP could a priori depend on the choice of universal sheaves I and L, but it will be
shown in Theorem 4.6 that it is the inverse to 1D for curves with doubles points, hence in
fact does not depend on this choice. The easy part of autoduality is the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. The composition D o TI is the identity on Jc-.
PROOF. Since all the maps involved are defined by their actions on T-points, it is natural
to look at functors. Let t : T -+ J7-P be a T-point of Jc-P corresponding to a line bundle
M on C xs T, that is, so that t*L = M. To simplify notation, we will always denote
by pij the projections from a triple product X1 xs X 2 X s X3 obtained by base-changing
P23 : C XS JCP XS J-P -+ J-P xs J.-P. Since the determinant of cohomology commutes
with base change, we have
P([M]) = D(p 3 M)- 1 0 V(p; 3M) 1 V(p; 2I) 1 D(OQxsjPxsT) ,
where D is taken with respect to the morphism P23 : C XS JCP x s T -+ JcP x s T. The
pullback of I through the Abel map C x s C -+ C x s JCP is equal to the ideal sheaf A of
the diagonal. Hence, we have
('I'([MU])) = D(AT ® p• 3 M) - 1 & V(P73 M) T V(9aT) 0 D(OCxsCxsT)- 1,
where D is taken with respect to the morphism P23 : C x s C x s T C x s T. Applying the
determinant of cohomology to the sequence
0 - A T - OCxsCxsT -- + OT 0,
we obtain
V(AT) = D(OCxsCxsT)-
Furthermore, tensoring the above sequence with p*3M and taking the determinant of coho-
mology, we obtain
D(AT ® p 3M)- 1 = M ®V(ph3M)- '
Hence we get 4Q(T([M])) = [M], as needed to be shown. O
The proof of autoduality for double points we present further below proceeds by induction,
using partial normalizations C' of C and the presentation functor as a bridge between the
compactified Jacobians of C and C', as codified in the following lemma. Let the morphisms
)' -Pic - JCt1'-p and V' : JT1 -' -+ Pic s-p/s be defined for C' as they are for C.
Lemma 4.2.
fibers of length
(4.3)
Let r : C' -+ C be a partial normalization of C, and assume that Q has
one over S. Then the following diagram commutes:
J-p r* [6+1-p
' PicJc7,
Pico- -- + Pic0C * Pres-P
PROOF. We prove this once again on the level of functors, using the same notational
conventions as in the proof of the previous lemma. Let t : T -+ J1-P be a T-point of J•-P
corresponding to a line bundle M on C xs T. Then T o I.*([M]) is defined by the line
bundle
(4.4) V(p1 KT 0p 3M)' 0 D(p•3M) D 3(K*I) 0 3(OcxsPres-P xsT)-l
where D is taken with respect to the morphism p23 : C x S Pres- p x sT -+ Pres- P x sT.
On the other hand, n'* o V' o 7r*([M]) is defined by the line bundle
D'((pD,'I' 0 prA*M)-' D* (p; 3 7r*M) 0 )(p(2*'*I') 0 (Oc' xsPres;P xsT) - 1
on Pres- P x sT, where the determinant of cohomology is taken with respect to the projection
p23 : C' xs Pres P x ST -+ Pres- x sT and I' is a universal torsion-free, rank 1 sheaf on
C' x s J"TP. Because -r is finite, the above line bundle is equal to
(4.5)
D(p; 2 r* '*I' p ) - 1 ) (3.r* )  )(r;,'*I') P 1)( T O1' xsPres;P xsT) - 1 ,
where D is taken with respect to the morphism p23 : C x S Pres' x sT -+ Pres- P x ST.
From the exact sequence
0 -- + Oc -- 7rrOc, -+ B -- 0,
we obtain
D(7r.Oc,) = D(Oc) ® D(B).
Tensoring the sequence by p73 AM, we obtain
D(p*37r*7r*M) = V(p 3M) (® (B 0 p *3M).
The sheaf B on C x s Pres-P x sT is supported on Q x s Pres-P x sT, which is isomorphic to
Pres-P x sT by hypothesis. In fact, B is locally free of rank 6 on its support, where 6 is the
genus change of r. Hence we get
6
D(B)= AB
and
D(B (®p*3M) = B 9 q*(M.QT),
where q : Pres"P xsT -+ T is the projection and where we identify QT with T. Consider
now the universal presentation on C x s Pres- P and its cokernel:
0 ---4 K*I ---+ rI'*I' -- N -- + 0.
We thus have
SD(P 12 r, .*I'I) = D(p; 2K*I) ( V(p1 2.A).
Further, tensoring the above sequence with p*3M and taking the determinant of cohomology,
we obtain
D(p12•7r2 '*I 'I ®P 3M) = VD(P*2,*I ® p; 3 M) 0 D(p; ®M p12Af).
The sheaf n on C x s Pres-P x sT is supported on Q x s Pres-P x sT, and has fibers of Euler
characteristic 6 over T. Hence we get
6
V(p12 ) =2
and
D(p13 M Op,2Af) =A Ar  q*(MIQT).
Substituting the above equalities in (4.5), we find that n'* o ' o r*([M]) is defined by the
same line bundle as in (4.4). Hence we are done. O
Assume for the rest of this section that S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field.
The proof of the following theorem compares the kernels of the maps 7r* and i* to deduce
that, under the stated conditions, T is in fact an isomorphism.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose the curve C has only double points. Then the maps D and IF are
isomorphisms inverse to each other.
PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on the genus deficiency 6 of C. If 6 = 0, then C is
smooth and the assertion is simply classical autoduality; see [18, VI, Theorem 3]. Assume
the result holds for all curves with double points mapping to C (but different from C).
Let 7r : C' -+ C be a partial normalization with genus change one. Then C' has double
points according to Lemma 3.3(1), so autoduality holds for C'. Form the commutative
diagram (4.3). By Proposition 3.14, r' is a Pl-bundle, hence n'* : Pico- --, Pic.res o
is an isomorphism. Moreover, V' is an isomorphism by the induction hypothesis. By
Proposition 2.3, the map lr* is surjective in the fppf topology. Hence o* must also be
surjective in the fppf topology. Let G = G, be the kernel of r*, as in the exact sequence (2.4),
and let the functor K, denote the kernel of i*. Then the canonical morphism G - K, is
injective on T-points since I has a one-sided inverse - according to Lemma 4.1.
Consider the restriction K1 : T, S,, of n and form the diagram
0 - G - Pic, Pic, - 0
I % PI I
(4.7) 0 - K - Pico Pic re-
I i0I 1j*
o - K' Pic° (Ž)- Pico-
where the maps i* and j* are induced by the inclusions i : S1 •- JjP and j : T~- Pres- P .
It suffices to prove that Kr = G. Indeed, the monomorphism G -+ G of group schemes will
then be an isomorphism, so that by the 5-lemma, I will also be an isomorphism, whose
inverse must be D.
By [1, Theorem 9], jjP is Cohen-Macaulay, hence satisfies Serre's condition S2. Accord-
ing to (3.6), the codimension of the complement of S 1 in Jc is at least two, so by Lemma 1.17
we have (ast),Os, = Os. According to Corollary 3.13, the sheaf B = niOri /Osi is invert-
ible on E = Supp(B) C S,1, so we can apply Theorem 1.11 to rn. We obtain that the kernel
K' of Pico° -+ Pico• is equal to G I, where T1 is the restricted morphism E' - E, with
' = (•l)-1(C) C T1 . Set-theoretically, E coincides with S, - So, since K1 is an isomor-
phism exactly on S,. Applying Theorem 1.11 once more, and by flat descent, we must have
E = S, - So scheme-theoretically as well. But by formula (3.5), we have S-, - S'= jPnS•.
Hence E' = - 7- = Pres-,P, nf7,, and the restricted morphism F1 : E' -+ E coincides
with the morphism Pres•,c, T1r' ,jj n S71.
We must now distinguish two cases. If Q' lies in the regular locus of C', that is, if ir
forms a node or a cusp, then S' = JP", so the lower sequence is exact to the middle one
in diagram (4.7). Furthermore, R1 = R is thus equal to PresW,', -+ Jj,. According to
diagram (2.8), the latter morphism is isomorphic to the projection q, : JP x Q' -4 JjP.
Using the Kiinneth formula, it is easy to see that Gq,, = G, = G. Hence K, = K' = G,
and we are done.
On the other hand, if Q' is supported at a double point P' of C', then according to
Proposition 3.15, we have an isomorphism Pres,, c3n7, --7+ Jj, x Q' and the morphism
E1 :E' -4 E is isomorphic to the projection q, : JjP x Q' -+ JJf. Here we need to be
slighly more careful in showing that KS = G, because Jp is not proper. Note first that
the morphism K -4 K' is injective on T-points by Lemma 1.17. We already know that
G -+ K_ is injective. Hence it suffices to show that K_ maps into the image of G in K 1.
To achieve this, let Z be the closure in Pres-P of Pres-P, fTl. Recall from Proposi-
tion 3.15 that PresP,c, has two irreducible components E and E', and that E' n7"r is empty.
Hence Z is equal to the closure in Presp of E fT7r. We have a map p : Z -+ Jj, obtained
by restricting r. By Proposition 3.15 again, Z n 7, is isomorphic to JjP x Q' and the
following diagram is Cartesian:
J × x Q' - Z
(4.8) q1 jP
Jo, -- JJ.
In particular, since ZnTr' has only one associated point, so does Z. The map a : Pres ,, -
Q' defined in (2.7) restricts to a map a : Z -4 Q', which is surjective since the induced map
Z n '7 = JiP x Q' -+ Q' is the projection. Hence Z is flat over Q'. The closed fiber of Z
over Q' is equal to the reduced subscheme Zred of Z, which is by construction equal to Ered-
The latter is canonically isomorphic to Pres-N,, where 7r" : C" -4 C' is the blow-up of C' at
P'. In particular, since Zred is proper and integral, we have Ho(Z, Oz) = H(Q', OQI) =
k[E]/(2). Let EG,, be the functor of effective descent data of p. From diagram (4.8) above,
we deduce a morphism EG, -4 G_ý = K'. We claim that the image of this morphism
contains the image of K, in K 1.Indeed, let £ be an invertible sheaf on JjP x T such that
K*L - OpresP xT. Then the image of L in Kx (T) is £|ss, which corresponds to a descent
datum 01 in GG, (T) under the identification Kr = G,,. On the other hand, we must also
have Cp*(£JCIj.xT) +4 OZxT, which gives an effective descent datum q in EG,(T). Clearly
the restriction of 4 in K' (T) is equal to 01, and our claim is proved.
It thus remains to prove that the image of EG in K' is contained in G. Let € E EG (T)
correspond to a line bundle A on JP, x T and an isomorphism 0 : p*A -+ OZxT. Then
the image #1 of € in K1 corresponds to the line bundle AfL,- x× and the restriction 01
of 0 to Jfp x Q' x T. However, Ker q : Pic-•- -+ Picj xQ , is trivial since ql has a
section. Hence ./JJI-xT - OJ gxT and 1 = (p1) o (p*01)- 1, where 01 corresponds to
a unit in Ho(JjP x Q' x T, O- xPQ' xT). But 01 is the restriction of 0, which corresponds
(non-canonically) to a unit in Ho(Z x T, OZxT) and the latter, as we've already seen, is
isomorphic to Ho(Q' x T, OQ, xT). Hence 01 lies in G(T), which finally proves the theorem.
LI
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